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Travelling between continents in September 2013, as I begin to write the
introduction to this Special Issue, I am caught up in a number of media
debates about the veil that have dominated the newsreels in both Canada
and the UK. The Quebec government proposes to stop all public employees from wearing religious symbols; despite this implicating numerous
articles of clothing such as the crucifix, turban and kippa, unsurprisingly it
is Muslim women who are depicted in press photographs, wearing either
hijab or niqab. Indeed, one hospital in a neighbouring province used the
furore to make a poster-based counter-claim that they were willing to hire
those who wore religious symbols, with the tag-line, “We don’t care what’s
on your head, we care what’s in it.” Accompanying this slogan was a picture of a young woman wearing a brightly-coloured hijab (Metro, p. 8,
“Ontario Hospital uses Quebec controversy as a hiring tool,” September
13 2013). Inevitably, the debate about religious symbols centred greatly on
implications for Muslim women, although critics were quick to point out
the protection given to Christianity in the first instance.
Meanwhile, in the UK, debate raged over whether a defendant in a
court case should be allowed to maintain wearing the niqab (face veil)
throughout her trial (see Sinclair, this Special Issue). Various headlines—
“Unveiled” (The Sun, p. 1, 17 September 2013), and “You Must Take off
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Your Veil” (Daily Mail, p.1, 17 September 2013)—invoked the generality
of the veil as the problem, when, more precisely, what was at issue was a
certain type of veiling practice, that of the face veil (see Joppke 2009 for
an insightful analysis of the different ways European countries conceptualize veiling). The Sun’s headline was accompanied by a close-up of the
niqab-wearing defendant, the camera lens focusing in on her eyes. But the
irony of The Sun’s “Unveiled” headline was heightened, when, on turning
the page, a photograph of a bare-breasted woman greeted the reader on
The Sun’s (infamous) Page 3. This juxtaposition reinforced the oft-reproduced binary between being covered and uncovered, pushing forward two
minority non/clothing choices, and using this to dramatic effect. And in
the British context, both face veils and “page 3” have caused much contestation and debate, signalling broader concerns about a woman’s right to
choice and voice, and the extent to which women’s sexuality remains regulated and controlled. But whether The Sun was reflexive of this proximity
or not, one must be mindful, as Pedwell (2011) asserts, that what such
simplistic positionings foreclose is reflection on the vaster middle ground
between these oppositional stakes: the reproduction of these conflicting
stances does little to help understand the complexity and nuances of this
issue.
In contrast, this Special Issue situates veiling as a multi-layered and diverse
practice, and, through utilizing various case-study examples, examines veiling
from a number of disciplinary perspectives, including its historical positioning, its representation in art, its political representation, and the meanings
given (in sociological accounts) by those who do, themselves, actually veil.
This Special Issue, then, is topical and timely. Despite “veiling” being a
subject featured in popular and academic discussion for over two decades
(with, arguably, the French Affaire du Foulard in 1989, when three school
girls were expelled for wearing the hijab, bringing the issue to the attention
of a broader audience), the debate sees no sign of abating. But this Special
Issue is about more than just shining the spotlight on a well-explored area.
Rather, a key goal is to open up a conversation about what we actually
mean by “veil,” and why it is the case that veiling has become inextricably linked with Muslim women. More often than not, “the veil,” in both
popular and academic accounts, is used as shorthand to describe the pieces
of cloth Muslim women use to cover some element of their body, especially their head. As already indicated, in British press accounts veiling was
quickly associated with the face veil, or niqab, despite this being worn by
only a minority of Muslim women.
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What is often lost in this discussion is that veiling practices apply to more
than just groups of Muslim women. As Behiery, Feder and Tariq assert in
this issue, veiling is not just practised by some sections of the Muslim
population, but has an embedded history within other religious traditions,
including Christianity and Judaism. This highlights the need for greater
precision when discussing the veil. Indeed, it is only particular types of
veiling practice that are popularly condemned and problematized— few
eyebrows are raised if a bride dons a veil on her wedding day, despite this
practice being connected with notions of purity and gender subordination
(Otnes and Pleck 2003)—the very same terrain under which Muslim veiling practices have been critiqued (see both Feder and Behiery, this issue).
As Valerie Behiery asserts, in her “Short History” of the veil in modernity, “the veil has been (and sometimes is) an instrument through which
men have dominated or oppressed women, but it can also be, in a given
context, a sign of religious or individual agency” (p. 391). Indeed, what
comes across very clearly from the articles presented here is the complexity
of the matter. The veil, in whatever religious (or secular) context, cannot
be read simplistically as oppressive, and what the authors do in this special
issue is to highlight the different ways in which the veil is positioned.
Valerie Behiery’s second article, “The Veiled Muslim Woman as Subject
in Contemporary Art,” takes imagery within art as her starting point, and
argues that in post-colonial contexts the Muslim veil is read in a number of different ways—through the lens of spirituality, agency and familial relationships, as well as mobility. This multiple engagement shows the
diversity of interpretations, as used both by artists and by Muslim women
themselves. Behiery presents the case that veiling garments are not positioned outside of contemporary life, but rather are embedded within modern processes and practices, as evoked in the photograph of the hijabwearing woman who dons Adidas sportswear. Behiery is clear that in order
to fully understand veiling representations, one must stop seeing Muslim
women who veil as objects, and instead position them as agentic subjects,
with their own narratives to tell.
Samantha Feder’s investigation also seeks to highlight the ways in which
the veil has been a positive resource to be utilized by women across the
religious spectrum, noting the favourable re-signification of veiling practices among women, counteracting the idea that it is merely an enforced
practice. Using the themes of resistance, the subversion of sexual objectification, and access to the public sphere, Feder repositions the debate by not
only highlighting the way veiling has positive outcomes, but also through
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bringing into focus the numerous religious groups who at various historical points have utilized veiling, and how this has benefitted women.
Tahmina Tariq continues this discussion, analysing veiling practices
in antiquity, and exploring the early Christian context for veiling. It was
through veiling that Grecian and Roman women secured access to the
public sphere, and veiling denoted social status, being practised only by the
elite. This marker of respectability had particular consequences, as unveiled
women were subject to an unwelcome gaze. Tariq highlights the deepseated anxiety and imagery around women’s and men’s bodies—particularly the meanings given to hair, and how hair was connected to sexuality. Despite these dominant symbolic markers, Tariq maps the diversity
of veiling practices throughout antiquity, and goes on to account for the
way veiling came latterly to be associated with virginity in the Christian
tradition.
Meanwhile, Nathalie Grima seeks to obtain narratives directly from
Muslim women about why they choose to veil and the personal decisionmaking that occurs around this. Indeed, Grima re-emphasizes that for
Muslim women, veiling is an “Affair of the Heart”—an inner spiritual
engagement that connects women with God. As Mahmood’s (2005)
seminal work on piety showed, the religious dimension to clothing practice can often be lost in discussions about veiling, where, rather, utilitarian explanations are the focus. Drawing on this strong research tradition,
Grima’s interviews with Maltese Muslim women highlight the complex
connections between different dimensions of women’s lives and the veil.
The veil becomes an outward symbol of their inner piety, and this visibility
marks them out clearly as Muslim. Yet Grima shows how this religious
dimension is situated in complex contextual conditions, where women are
multiply influenced by the broader international changes in veiling practices amongst Muslim women. This knowledge is facilitated through better communications, including more frequent travel, and the popularity of
particular internet sites (for example, Facebook). Therefore, more than ever
before, women situate their engagement within a broader international
context, where discussion and debate about the veil is mediated. In addition, one must not forget the local context, and Grima also highlights how
the routinized discrimination within the Maltese job market impacts on
day-to-day decision-making around wearing the veil. Therefore reflections
on this “Affair of the Heart” are made within complex cultural conditions.
While Grima’s research shows that women on the ground are very aware
that their spiritual bodily practice has broader political connotations,
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Stefanie Sinclair has directly analysed this political discourse in the context of Germany. Using particular events in Germany as the case-study
example, namely, a school teacher who wished to wear a hijab in the classroom, Sinclair examines how the headscarf became a multi-levelled political issue. The meanings generated about the hijab were various—for example, that it represented a proselytizing tool, and that it lacked neutrality in
the public sphere. The veil therefore came to represent something more, a
visible symbol pertaining to wider anxieties about minority populations
and the shaping of the public sphere vis-à-vis religion. Sinclair maps the
way in which this discussion was premised on very little knowledge or
understanding by politicians about precise veiling practices and the meanings given, with this lack of religious literacy setting the parameters for
this debate.
This Special Issue therefore continues the debate about “veiling” from
a number of disciplinary perspectives, such as sociology, history, and art,
adding and developing the rich discussions already invoked, and highlighting the emerging research in this area. Principally, the authors here
remind us that terminology around veiling needs to become much more
precise. It is not enough to equate all veiling practices as the same; for
example, among Muslim women, there are vast differences between the
various forms of veil, with many having their own history and contextual
significance. Importantly, veiling is utilized in various religious and secular
contexts, and not all are negatively positioned. Therefore, context becomes
important, and each set of practices and beliefs about the veil must be
examined carefully in order to better understand the significance and situation. Women’s voices about their own veiling practices remain paramount
to this endeavour.
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